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Beginning WordPress 3Apress, 2010

	One of the most popular open source blogging and content management systems, WordPress lets you create a website to promote yourself or your business quickly and easilyâ?"and better yet, it's free. WordPress is a flexible, user-friendly system, and it can be extended with a variety of themes and plugins.

	
...
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WordPress Top PluginsPackt Publishing, 2010

	WordPress has thousands of plugins available—most of them don't work as advertised, are out dated, or simply don't work. Wordpress Top Plugins takes you through the process of finding the very best plugins to build a powerful and engaging website or blog.


	With access to over 10,000 plugins, finding the ones that...
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WordPress 2.8 Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Theme design can be approached from two angles. The first is simplicity; sometimes it suits the client and/or the site to go as bare-bones as possible. In that case, it's quick and easy to take a very basic, pre-made theme and modify it. The second is "Unique and Beautiful". Occasionally, the site's theme needs to be created from scratch...
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Building eCommerce ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2011

	This collection of articles and blog entries is representative of the full spectrum of commerce-related content we’ve published on PayPal’s Developer Network over the past year. You will find tutorials and quick reference pieces for developers.

	

	With the creation of x.commerce, we’ve expanded our coverage to...
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Professional WordPress: Design and DevelopmentWrox Press, 2013

	The highly praised resource returns with updated content, examples, and code downloads


	WordPress is the most popular self-hosted open source website software in use today, and the latest version makes it even simpler to operate. Packed with real-world examples for load balancing and multiusers, this esteemed resource...
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Temporal Data Mining (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Temporal data mining deals with the harvesting of useful information from temporal data. New initiatives in health care and business organizations have increased the importance of temporal information in data today.

	
		From basic data mining concepts to state-of-the-art advances, Temporal Data Mining covers...
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WordPress for EducationPackt Publishing, 2012


	In the summer of 2008, I began a personal blog powered by WordPress and quickly fell for the ease and extensibility of the platform. As an educator, I had tried a number of tools to power course websites, but had to be satisfied with the results. With the fall semester approaching, I decided to try WordPress in the classroom. As the academic...
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Beginning Node.jsApress, 2014

	Beginning Node.js is your step-by-step guide to learning all the aspects of creating maintainable Node.js applications. You will see how Node.js is focused on creating high-performing, highly-scalable websites, and how easy it is to get started. Many front-end devs regularly work with HTML, CSS, PHP, even WordPress, but haven't...
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Sass EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop efficient and streamlined CSS styles using Sass for any website or online application with minimal effort and maximum scope for reusability in future projects


	About This Book

	
		Streamline CSS development using the power of SASS
	
		Discover how to transition existing projects to...
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Practical UI Patterns for Design Systems: Fast-Track Interaction Design for a Seamless User ExperienceApress, 2019

	
		Understanding UI patterns is invaluable to anyone creating websites for the first time. It helps you make connections between which tools are right for which jobs, understand the processes, and think deeply about the context of a problem.  This is your concise guide to the tested and proven general mechanisms for solving...
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Professional WordPress: Design and DevelopmentWrox Press, 2015

	The highest rated WordPress development and design book on the market is back with an all new third edition.


	Professional WordPress is the only WordPress book targeted to developers, with advanced content that exploits the full functionality of the most popular CMS in the world. Fully updated to align with WordPress...
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HTML5 Video How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012


	Are you looking to host the next mini blockbuster video from your website? Do you want it to be

	accessible in most modern browsers, without the need for lots of extra plugins, or extra code?





	If the answer to the above two questions is yes, then enter HTML5 Video—created as the new

	way to show video online in...
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